
AMISH PASTE 85 d indeterminate Wisconsin 
heirloom; Sauce and canning tomato, heavy yield, 
good flavor, large, meaty, bright red, up to 8 oz. 
Larger and better than Roma. 

AOSTA VALLEY 65 d indeterminate. From NW 
Italy; short-season; exceptionally rich flavor. 
Prolific clusters of 10–12 small (1½”) shiny red 
tomatoes. Excellent fresh, stewed or added to 
sauce. Blight resistant.

ARBASON F-1 hyb. 76 days indeterminate. Reliable, 
good-tasting consistent 7–9 oz red fruits. High yields

AUNT RUBY’S GERMAN GREEN 80 d indetermi-
nate. Heirloom large beefsteak, 12-16 oz, excellent 
unusual flavor, chartreuse when ripe.

BE MY BABY 65 d indeterminate Productive cherry 
with a rich sweet flavor.

BELLSTAR 70 d determinate. Round paste, 4-6 
oz., compact plants can be grown in containers, 
resistant to cracking. 

BHN 589  (F1 hyb) 75 d semi-determinate quality 
8-10 oz. fruit, long shelf life, and really good flavor. 
Very high yield potential. 

BIG BEEF ( VFN hyb) 72 d indeterminate. Bright 
red, 12 to 16 oz, smooth, flavorful, good slicer, 
good producer.  

BIG ITALIAN PLUM  75 d indeterminate Large, 
red, 8-12 oz., paste type tomatoes resemble fat 
banana peppers. Excellent for thick paste tomato 
and canning.

BIZHIKI SLICING 75 d indeterminate Fantastic 
flavor, crack resistant.  Uniform bright red 3” 
globe-shaped.

BLACK CHERRY 65 d indeterminate Abundant 
black cherry fruit. Abundant, sweet fruit.

BLACK KRIM 75-90 d indeterminate. Heirloom, 
10-12 oz, solid, rich flavor, dark brown-red color.

BLACK PRINCE 75 d indeterminate. 75 days) 
From Irkutsk, Siberia. Iridescent 5–7 oz. garnet-
colored globe-shaped fruits are among the most 
uniformly handsome in the tomato kingdom. 
Outstanding flavor.

BLACK SEA MAN 75 d determinate. Russian 
heirloom with rich flavor. Brownish-pink fruit with 
olive-green shading medium fruit.  

BLOODY BUTCHER 54 d indeterminate, vig-
orous, potato-leaf plants, 2” 4-oz, fruits that 
are deep-red. Rich heirloom tomato flavor. 
Produces until frost. Ripens quickly. A good 
canning tomato.

BRANDYWINE 80 d indeterminate. Amish heir-
loom with legendary flavor. Pink-red fruit, 16 to 24 
oz.  

BRANDYWINE, Sudduth Strain  85 d indetermi-
nate Potato leaf plant, 1 lb-2 lb. large, pink fruit 
with wonderfully rich, intense delicious flavors. 
Believed to be of the original Brandywine strain. 

BRANDYWINE YELLOW 80 d indeterminate. 
Amish heirloom with legendary flavor. Warm yel-
low fruit, 16 to 24 oz.
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BULGARIAN TRIUMPH  78 d indeterminate 

Bulgarian heirloom, very productive, extra-sweet, 
juicy, red, 2-inch, 3-4 oz., oxheart-shaped, thick-
walled fruits. Great for canning.

CARMELLO 75 d indeterminate Among the 
most productive tomatoes ever bred. Bears 
large crops of heavy, great tasting fruit, 
even in cooler weather. Good for slicing 
in salads, sautéed, or as an integral part of 
any dish. French.

CHEROKEE GREEN 76 d indeterminate One of 
the best green tomatoes. Medium-sized, 8-plus oz., 
some yellowish-orange color on the blossom end 
when ripe. Bold, acidic, complex tomato flavor. 

CHEROKEE PURPLE 80 d indeterminate. Heir-
loom from Tennessee, rose/purple fruit, 10-12 oz 
sweet rich fruit.

CHINESE TEA 72 d indeterminate Prolific, pink-
ish, red, 2-inch, round red tomatoes. Fruit is well 
balanced in its sweet to acid ratio and finishes 
with a pronounced fruity sweetness. Wonderful 
salad tomato.

CHOCOLATE STRIPES 79 d indeterminate 3-4 
inch, mahogany-colored with dark, olive green-
striping. Flavor is delicious, complex, rich, sweet, 
earthy. Produces well into the autumn A great 
sandwich tomato and salad tomato.

COSMONAUT VOLKOV 65 d indeterminate. 
Considered by Fedco to be “the best.” Will produce 
even in cold weather, red, sweet flavor, Russian 
heirloom. 

COSTOLUTO GENOVESE  78 d indeterminate. 
Italian heirloom, deeply ribbed, flavorful, full 
flavored and delicious.

DEBARAO 72 d indeterminate. Russian plum, good 
for sauce or fresh eating. Deep red.

DELICIOUS 77 d indeterminate. Burpee-bred 
heirloom; large fruit up to 2 lbs. Delicious flavor, 
superior slicing. 

EARL OF EDGECOMB 73 d Indeterminate Heir-
loom from New Zealand. Attractive orange globes, 
in clusters of two or more. Uniformly ripening 
fruits are smooth and regular in shape, defect free, 
and resistant to cracking, blossom end rot, and fruit 
diseases. Smooth texture and sweet and tangy.
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EARLY ANNIE 60 d determinate Heirloom pro-
duces 3-inch, round, meaty fruits with few seeds. 
Particularly good for canning. Fruit sets all at once.

EVA PURPLE BALL 74 d indeterminate Creamy 
texture with a balanced flavor. Round, dark pink, 
and blemish-free. 4-6 oz. fruits. Heirloom from the 
Black Forest of Germany. 

FIREWORKS 60 d indeterminate Heirloom; largest 
of the super-early; red, great flavor; 8-12 oz., round, 
with pointed end. 

FLAMING BURST 70 d indeterminate Open-
pollinated. Indeterminate. 1¼ x 1” golden mini 
pears cluster on a steadily productive plant. Meaty 
but not dense; juicy and sweet but tangy.

GARDENER’S DELIGHT 68 d indeterminate. 
German, also known as Sugar Lump. Parent of 
Sweet 100. Rich sweet deep red 1”+ cherries. 
Large plants need staking and will bear till frost. 
Tendency to crack.

GERANIUM KISS 68 d (Dwarf Indeterminate) 
Massive clusters of ½ - 4 oz. red fruits with pointed 
blossom ends borne high on stocky 1½ - 4 ft plants, 
a great container variety. Late Blight resistant.  

GERMAN, ELMERS OLD 80 d From Germany. 
indeterminate, regular-leaf tomato plants that yield 
1-2 pound (and more), deep-pink, heart-shaped; 
delicious, bold, sweet/acid tomato flavors with 
very few seeds. Excellent slicer for eating fresh.

GERMAN JOHNSON 70 d indeterminate. Heirloom, 
pinkish, excellent flavor. Fruit is up to 1 lb. 

GERMAN LUNCHBOX 70-80 days Heirloom; the 
size of a small egg, vibrant pink, sugar sweet, and 
begging to be eaten. Perfectly sized for salads or 
putting in the lunchbox.

GERMAN STRIPED 78 d indeterminate. Beauti-
ful, large red and yellow. Fruity flavor, smooth 
texture.
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GLACIER 56 d determinate. Rich-flavored early 
red tomato. 

GODZILLA 75 d indeterminate Tasty red looks like 
fused chery tomatoes.

GOLD MEDAL 75-90 d indeterminate 1-lb fruit 
are among the smoothest, bi-colored yellow fruit; 
blushing with rosy red that radiates from the 
blossom end. Firm flesh is of superior quality, 
being sweet and mild. Very little acid; great for 
fresh eating. 

GOLDIE 90 d indeterminate. Heirloom believed to 
be yellow version of Giant Belgium. Huge toma-
toes, wonderful flavor. Vigorous vine.

GRANDMA MARY’S PASTE 68 d indeterminate. 
Heirloom paste. Good production in cool weather. 

GREEN ZEBRA 80 d indeterminate. 4-5 oz green 
and yellow with sweet flavor. No cracking. 

HEIDI 75 d indeterminate Heirloom from Cameroon 
Africa. Prolific; 2-1/2-inch, plum-shaped, bright-
red fruit; thick walls, meaty flesh and a rich flavor. 
Super paste or canning tomato, good fresh.

HEINZ 2653 68 d determinate. Early red plum 
for sauce.

HILLBILLY POTATO LEAF 85 d From West 
Virginia in the 1800s. Beefsteak, weighing 1-2 
pounds. Round, heavily ribbed; skin and flesh is 
orange- yellow with red streaks. Sweet and fruity; 
low in acid.

HONEYDROP CHERRY 
62 d indeterminate Open-
pollinated. Compared 
to Sun Gold, with less 
cracking in wet weather. 
Sweet juicy fruity honey-
colored, taste almost like 
light grapes. 

IDA GOLD 59 d determi-
nate. 2-bite gold, low acid. 
Good producer.
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JAPANESE BLACK TRIFELE 70-80 d indeter-

minate One of the best black tomatoes. Rich full 
flavor, great for canning. The size of a Bartlett pear, 
weighing 4-5 oz., bred in Russia.

JASPER CHERRY hyb 60 d F-1 indeterminate  
Deep red globes on small clusters. Instant juicy 
sweetness. Vigorous vines defy Late Blight. Al-
most never crack. Very early, very prolific, very 
disease resistant. 

JAUNE DE FLAMME 75 days indeterminate 
Flame-colored French heirloom is a significant 
improvement on old Ida Gold. Productive, flavorful 
and disease resistant. 2 oz round fruits.

JERSEY DEVIL 80 d indeterminate American 
heirloom. Abundant crops of 5-6” long, tapered, 
bright red, paste tomatoes with pointed end, few 
seeds; very good taste Meaty sauce tomato and a 
good choice for making salsa.

JET STAR 72 d compact indeterminate Prolific 
quantities of cosmetically perfect 7–8 oz globes 
with outstanding flavor. Resistant to F1 and V.

JUBILEE 80 d indeterminate. 8 oz, heirloom, 
orange, excellent flavor, fine texture. 

JULIET (F1 hyb) 60 d indeterminate. Sweet plum 
cluster, 12-18 fruits per cluster, deep red.

KC 146 75 d semi-determinate. aka Campbell’s 
146. 5’ plants produce a plethora of 9 oz. red round 
fruit; good rich flavor. Good for canning, evoking 
childhood comfort food.

LEGEND 68 d determinate 14 to 16-ounce, 3 to 
4-inch, red, smooth, round, blemish-free, great for 
salads and canning.

LITCHI indeterminate Unique cherry sized tomato 
from So. America. Vines covered with thorns.

MARGLOBE (VF) 70 d determinate classic French, 
good flavor, abundant producer, 8 oz scarlet fruit.

MARK TWAIN 85 d indeterminate Deep red 
interior color and full-bodied flavor. Good-sized 
and crack free, ribbed 8–24 oz. oblate fruits in 
September. One of the best-tasting heirloom beef-
steak tomatoes. 

MARMANDE (VF) 67 d semi-determinate Good 
flavor, abundant producer, 5-8 oz scarlet fruit, 
dev.1925. 

MASON MARVEL 81 d indeterminate. Large pink 
beefsteak with great flavor and few 
seeds. Late Blight resistant.
MATT’S WILD CHERRY 60 d 
indeterminate. Very small red and 
extremely sweet. Grows wild in 
Mexico. Abundant. 
MOSVICH 60 d indeterminate. 
Heirloom; 4-6 oz. red. Rich taste, 
cold-tolerant.
MOUNTAIN MAGIC 66 d 
indeterminate Late blight resis-
tant. High yields of 2 oz., bright 
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red, round salad tomatoes with very sweet flavor. 
Uniform, crack-resistant.

MOUNTAIN MERIT 75 d determinate Late-blight 
resistance. Medium-large, 8-10 oz., red slicer with 
an excellent disease package to keep it healthy in 
the field. One of the best disease resistance around 
for a variety of  conditions.

MOUNTAINEER DELIGHT 77 d indeterminate, 
Late Blight resistant, large red beefsteak.

MOUNTAINEER PRIDE 80 d indeterminate)
[WVU 2017. Medium red slicers, good flavor, 
great disease resistance. Holds well on the vine. 
Late Blight resistant.  

MR FUMAROLE PASTE 65 d indeterminate 
Large elongated 3–6” pinkish plum, very flavorful, 
sweet meaty good.

MULE TEAM 79 d indeterminate. Heirloom; mod-
erate yield of 3”, 8-12 oz., globes.  Excellent mildly 
sweet flavor. Plant bears continuously till frost. 

NEBRASKA WEDDING 90 d indeterminate 
Nebraskan brides were given seeds of this tomato 
as a wedding gift. Brought by pioneers in the late 
1800s via covered wagons. Apricot-orange, 3-4”, 
can weigh up to a pound.

NEPAL 75 d indeterminate Heirloom from India’s 
Himalaya Mountains. Abundant,  6 to 10 -oz., 
smooth, round, scarlet-red fruits;  little cracking 
and intense sweet flavor. A great keeper.

NEW GIRL  62 d indeterminate. Better tasting and 
more disease resistant than Early Girl. 

NEW YORK SPECIAL 63 d indeterminate. Red, 
flavorful, dependable producer.

OPALKA 75 d indeterminate. Heirloom from Po-
land. Long, paste tomatoes. Meaty, sweet. Also, 
fresh eating.

ORANGE BANANA  80 d indeterminate. Orange, 
paste-type, 3 to 4 inches long. Vigorous producers, 
sweetly-flavored. Good for salads, salsa, sauce.

OREGON SPRING (V) 58 d determinate. Cold-
tolerant, compact plants, medium to large red 
fruit, good flavor.

PAUL ROBESON 78 d indeterminate. Russian 
heirloom. Maroon-brick red with sweet smoky 
taste/ Sandwich size.
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inch globes; hearty and flavorful. Golden-red.
VILMS PASTE 82 d indeterminate Small vibrant 4 

oz. blood-red, firm with excellent tart-sweet flavor 
and meaty solids. Pear shaped, plum shaped or 
double lobed. Very productive. From Sweden.

WAIMEA WILD CHERRY 75 d indeterminate. 
1/2 in, scarlet-red cherry tomatoes with a bold, very 
fruity, entertaining taste.

WEISNICHT’S UKRAINIAN 85 d compact inde-
terminate Scrumptious pink tomato; somewhat flat-
tened globes; rich and somewhat tart, not real sweet. 

WEST VIRGINIA 70 d  indeterminate [1963, WVU 
AES] 6-8 oz red, meaty flesh, small cores, few blem-
ishes. Excellent, mildly sweet flavor. Good disease 
resistance includes resistance to late blight race T-0 
and some resistance to T-1.

WISCONSIN 55 78 d indeterminate Great all purpose 
tomato.  4-8 oz, red, round fruit, highly productive, 
uniform size, strong skin and wonderful flavor 
makes this ideal for cooking, canning, salads and 
shipping. Heirloom.

YELLOW PEAR (Fargo) 82 d indeterminate 1934 
in North Dakota. Each plant produces about three 
dozen sweet tasty 1 oz fruits. About twice the size 
of regular pear tomatoes. Crack resistant.

ZAPOTEC PINK 80 d indeterminate. Beautiful, 
pleated shape. Sweet mild flavor.

PEACEVINE (from Sweet 100 stock) 78 d  indeter-
minate. High producer of sweet red cherry tomatoes.

PINEAPPLE 85 d indeterminate. Heirloom with 
red and yellow streaks, up to 2 lb fruit, Flavorful. 
Abundant. 

PINK BERKELEY TIE DYE 65-75 d  indetermi-
nate. Beautiful 8-12 ounce fruit with a very sweet, 
rich, dark flavor. Port colored with metallic green 
stripes.

PLUM REGAL 75 d determinate productive plum 
tomato with Late Blight resistance. High yields of 
blocky, 4 oz. plum tomatoes. Deep red color with 
good flavor. Intermediate resistance to early blight. 

PREMIO 60 d indeterminate Hybrid early cluster, 
round red uniform thick-skinned  4 oz. fruits. Nice 
texture, sweetness and flavor.

PRINCIPE BORGHESE 75 d determinate. Plum-
shaped meaty for drying. Very prolific.

PRUDENS PURPLE 72 d indeterminate. Flavorful 
heirloom, dark pink fruit, delicious flavor, good 
production.

QUEDLINBURGER FRUE LIEBE Old German 
variety. 1-1/2-inch, round, 4-lobed fruit in clusters 
of 4. Great flavor with good acidity. Prolific even 
during colder summers.

RED PEAR 78 d indeterminate. Miniature, pear-
shaped. Bright red and flavorful. 

RED PEARL 58 d indeterminate. Grape tomato, 15-
20 gm., good flavor and a meaty texture.

RIESENTRAUBE 75-85 d Sweet, red 1-oz fruit 
grow in large clusters. Full tomato flavor that is 
missing in today’s cherry types. Large plants produce 
massive yields.

ROSE DE BERNE 80 d indeterminate. French 
medium-sized smooth pink globes; robust flavor; 
rich sweetness.

RUTGERS (FVAG resistant) 75 d indeterminate 
Developed by Campbell’s Soup Co. in 1928. 
Outstanding slicing, cooking and canning tomato. 
Old-time flavor. 

SAN MARZA-
NO LUNGO 
#2 80 d inde-
terminateFrom 
Bergamo, Italy. 
Paste tomato. 
8 oz., 4-inch, 
meaty,  de l i -
cious enough 
to eat fresh. Fla-
vorful choice 
for tomato sauce, canning or salsa. Disease resistant. 

SHEBOYGAN 80 d indeterminate. Productive 
pink paste tomato, 6 ounces and subtly tapered to 
a rounded tip

SIOUX 70 d indeterminate. Heirloom with incredible 
flavor and large yields. 6 oz round red.

SOLAR FLARE 85 d indeterminate. Large, 6-10 ounces, 
vibrant red skin with golden stripes.

SOLDACKI 80 d indeterminate heavy producer, 
sandwich size, pink, flavorful. Heirloom from 
Poland.

SPECKLED ROMAN PASTE 85 days indetermi-
nate. Red cylindrical fruits covered with orangey-
yellow striations. Abundance of meaty 4-5 oz. fruits 
which make a flavorful sauce.

STUPICE 52 d indeterminate. Heirloom from 
Czechoslovakia. Cold-tolerant, 1 to 2 oz, flavorful, 
sweet. Long producer. 

SUN GOLD (hyb) 57 d indeterminate. Apricot-
colored,  Delicious &  sweet cherry tomato. Vigor-
ous producer. 

SUPER SWEET 100 (See Peacevine).
THORBURNS TERRA-COTTA 75 d indetermi-

nate. Dark orange/brown colored beefsteaks with 
terra-cotta colored flesh. 

TIFFEN MENNO-
NITE 86 d indeter-
minate. Comparable 
to Brandywine.

TIGERELLA 55-
75 d Tasty round, 
bright red with or-
ange stripes. The 
2-inch tomatoes are 
quite beautiful. High 
yields early produc-
er. Good disease resistance. Originating in England. 

TROPHY 80 d indeterminate. Introduced in 1870 in 
Rhode Island. Sweet, mild flavor, 5-7 ounce, round 
tomatoes are ideal for slicing. 

TRUCKERS FAVORITE 70 d indeterminate Clas-
sic heirloom. Easy-to-grow, with loads of uniform, 
smooth-skinned fruits on attractive plants. Pretty, 3 
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